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Professor 
Fumagalli
Book of the year on migration 

policy

Only 450 reads!!



Activist Sara
100.000 followers on Twitter

250.000 members of her NGO

Politicians won’t 
listen to her 
emotional 
advocacy!!



Student Samira
Top student

Second generation migrant

Passionate about migration 
law

Wants to 
contribute to real-

world issues!!



Professional Luca
About to become partner

Excellent at his job

Wants to use his 
skills for the public 

good!!



How many of you feel 
the same?



Spectators, not actors



Consumers, not citizens



How to fix that?

+ + +





Our theory of change



Generating societal impact through:

1-More active citizens, collectively mobilizing 
and engaging in the policy process;
2-More accountable policy process with 
more equal representation of interests; and
3-More informed citizens, aware of how 
government works and equipped to make 
themselves heard by decision-makers 



A citizen lobbyist is someone who, in the 
absence of remuneration, participates in the 
policy process by tapping into their own skills, 
talents and expertise as well as in the 
repertoire of various lobbying techniques 
within existing participatory channels. 



How do we do it at 

2. Legal Pro Bono Match-making

1. Education and trainings



Training sessions across 
Europe





Alberto Alemanno
Jean Monnet Professor 
of EU law at HEC-Paris

Lamin Khadar
Pro Bono Manager for 

Europe at Dentons

Founded by two legal experts



Professional Luca
About to become partner

Excellent at his job

Wants to use his 
skills for the public 

good!!





“Lawyers have to a 

large extent allowed 
themselves to become 

adjuncts of great 
corporations and have 

neglected their 
obligation to use their 

powers for the 
protection of the 

people”

Louis Brandeis 1856-1941 



In USA…



NGOs with a budget of 1 
million EUR or more were 

twice as likely to make use of 
pro bono than NGOs with a 

budget of 250,000 EUR or less





www.integritywatch.eu

http://www.integritywatch.eu/


Is business overrepresented?

NO! civil society is
under-represented!



How can we professionalize civil 
society?

















Riparte il futuro is the biggest digital community against 
corruption ever promoted in Italy. 

In the last 6 years, we have raised awareness about the 
consequences of corruption and lack of transparency in 
people’s lives, with online and offline actions, events and 
mobilizations

Riparte il futuro has given the chance to make their voices 
heard to millions of Italian citizens and urge political 
institutions and public representatives to finally implement 
essential anti-corruption reforms





Protecting whistleblowers



Preparing a draft directive on the whistleblowers 
protection in the European Union



Preparing a draft directive on the whistleblowers 
protection in the European Union



Get in touch!

jesse@thegoodlobby.eu

federico.a@riparteilfuturo.it

mailto:jesse@thegoodlobby.eu


Thanks!
@thegoodlobby

#lobbying4change


